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ROAD SAFETY ACT 2006

EXPLANATORY NOTES

LEVEL CROSSINGS

Section 50: Safety arrangements at level crossings

187. Under the Level Crossings Act 1983 the Secretary of State may by order provide for
the protection of those using any level crossing to which the public have access.  Such
orders may make such provision as he considers necessary or expedient for the safety or
convenience of those using the crossing and in particular may impose requirements as to
the installation and maintenance of barriers and other protective equipment (including
traffic lights, cameras and warning signs) to be provided at or near the crossing.

188. This section amends that Act to make clear that the Secretary of State may in a level
crossings order made under that Act place requirements on the local traffic authority as
well as on the operator of the level crossing.  By specifying the local traffic authority as
a person on whom requirements may be imposed, it is intended also to make clear that
road traffic measures may be included in orders under the Act (e.g. measures to slow
traffic at crossings and make it harder for motorists to zig-zag around barriers).  This
amendment is made in response to concerns raised that the Level Crossing Act 1983
does not currently specify on whom the requirements of level crossing orders may be
imposed and is not clear as to the scope of the requirements that may be imposed.

189. The section provides for a more elaborate consultation process.  The Office of Rail
Regulation and the local traffic authority (as well as the level crossing operator) are
included in this process.  The Office of Rail Regulation is the single economic and
safety regulator for the rail industry.
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